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This short letter, hesitantly assigned to the first century, contains nothing more than conventional
expressions of goodwill and salutations. The date of the papyrus is of some interest, for it appears to be
one of the three first century papyri containing a proskynema clause (the list in G. Geraci, Aegyptus 51
(1971) 8). But the formulaic parts of the letter seem to favour a later dating than that of the ed. pr. Apart
from the great rarity of proskynema clauses in the first century, it may be of some significance that the
prayer of lines 5-7 in its full form is not attested earlier than the late second century (see below 5-7 n.).
The final formula valedicendi (§rr«!ya¤ !e eÎxomai) also gains ground from the second century
onwards, although it is not absent from the first century.1 Palaeography, though such crude and
unpractised hands are difficult to parallel and date with confidence, would in fact favour a second
century dating.
I reproduce the text of the first edition below, and juxtapose the result of a new collation of the
original, followed by a translation and notes; cf. Tafel VII.

5

10

[ `]h[ ` `]o! Ptolema¤ƒ t“ éd[elf“ p[l›!t]a xa¤rin. pr«ton v
` `n eÎxomai !¢ Ígi°nin ka‹ tÚ
pro!kÊnhma !oË poi« parå t`o`›`!`
pa ` ` `n yeo›!, eÈxÒmeno! !oË
t“ !umb¤ƒ kãlli!ta [pr]apxy∞[n]ai. épã!_ ` ` ` ` ` ` `´a!ye
ka‹ Diog°nhn ka‹ Ptolema›on ka‹ toÁ! Ím«n pãnta!
kat' ˆnoma. §r«!ya¤ !ai
eÎxomai, édelfa¤.

[ `r]hn`o! Ptolema¤ƒ t“ éde[l][f“] pl`[›!t]a xa¤rin. prÚ t«n ˜[l]v`n eÎxoma¤ !e Íi°nin ka‹ tÚ
p`ro!kÊ`n`hmã !ou poi« padå tËÅ!Ä
par`' ≤m`›`<n> yeo›!, eÈxÒmenÒ! !u
tå §`n` b¤ƒ kãlli!ta Í`p`arxy∞n`ai. êpa!ai _k ` ` ` `a`!` ` `´
{ka‹} Diog°nhn ka‹ Ptolema›o`n ka‹ toÁ! Ím«n pãntoÅ!Ä
kat' ˆnoma. §r«!ya¤ !ai
eÎxomai, êdelfai.

Back, downwards along the fibres:
Pto]lema¤ƒ §n ÑHrhkl[

[Pto]l`e`m`a`¤`ƒ` p`(arå) [ `]rÆno`u` ` `

2 ple›!ta xa¤rein 3 Ígia¤nein 6 t“: tª
y∞nai 10 §rr«!ya¤ !e 11 édelf°

6-7 prax-

2 l. ple›!ta xa¤rein 3 Ígia¤nein 4 l. parå to›! 5 l. !oi
7 l. ê!pa!ai 9 l. pãnta! 10 l. §rr«!ya¤ !e 11 l. êdelfe

‘…renos to Ptolemaios, my brother, very many greatings. Before all else I pray for your health and
make your obeisance before the gods here, praying that the best things in life be yours. Greet Diogenes
and Ptolemaios and all your people by name. I pray for your good health, brother.’
Back: ‘To Ptolemaios, from …renos’.

* All the papyri discussed here have been studied on the originals, kept in the library of the Selly Oak Colleges at

Birmingham. I wish to thank the librarian Ms M. Nielsen, who made the papyri available for my study. I am indebted to Drs
R. A. Coles and J. R. Rea for advice and help; their contributions are acknowledged by their initials. Dr Coles also took the
trouble of travelling to Birmingham with me to ‘operate’ on 104 (see below). Part of this paper was written at the Istituto
Papirologico ‘G. Vitelli’ (Florence); I wish to express my gratitude to Professors M. Manfredi and G. Messeri-Savorelli for
their manifold support. My thanks also go to Michael Sharp, who checked my English.
1 Cf. F. Ziemann, De epistularum Graecarum formulis sollemnibus quaestiones selectae 335ff. Of course more
examples can be added to those adduced by Ziemann in 1911. One of them is P.Oxy. XLII 3061, which the editor on the
basis of the hand assigns ‘to the period Claudius–Vespasian’.
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[ `r]hn`o!. Cf. 12. [%er]∞n`o! does not seem to be favoured by the available space, unless this line was in ekthesis. No
particularly strong candidate emerges from Dornseiff-Hansen or other lexica. (Schmidt’s [B]Æ[!i]o! can be discarded.)
2
I follow the editor in restoring the itacistic spelling in the lacuna on account of the space and the linguistic usage of the
writer.
2-3 The correction was already suggested by Schmidt and Schuman (BL III 81).
3
Íi°nin (l. Ígia¤nein). For the omission of gamma see F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 71.
4
padå (l. parå). For the ‘unconditioned’ interchange r > d see Gignac, op. cit. 110.
5 The start of the line has caused problems. Reviewers suggested pç!`i`n or pç!`e`i`n (cf. BL III 81), but the syntax would
not be satisfactory (cf. Bell’s reservations in JEA 24 (1938) 142). Geraci, loc. cit. 195 suspected §nyãde, and included
this passage among the examples of the parå to›! yeo›! proskynema (list on p. 207). The papyrus offers a proskynema
clause not previously attested, which may be considered as equivalent to the proskynema made parå to›! §nyãde yeo›!,
when the latter refers to the gods of the place where the writer lives (cf. Geraci, loc. cit. 191f.), or parå to›! patr–oi!
yeo›!. UPZ I 70.7f. (c. 152/1 BC) oﬂ parå !¢ | yeo¤ is a good parallel.
≤m`›`<n>. The iota is a suggestion by Professor Hagedorn. For the omission of final nu before words beginning with a stop
see Gignac, op. cit. 111f.
5-7 For the formula, found in many Oxyrhynchite letters of the second and third centuries, see my ‘PSI 1437 and its ghost
proskynema’, Istituto Papirologico ‘G. Vitelli’: Comunicazioni (1997) 35ff.
7
êpa!ai (l. ê!pa!ai). For the omission of sigma before a labial stop see Gignac, op. cit. 130, who cites P.Oxy. XIV
1584.30 (ii) épãze`t`a`i`. The writer deleted the name (now irrecoverable) that followed immediately after the verb by
writing a sinuous line through it, but it seems that he forgot to do so with ka¤ at the beginning of the next line.
9
pãntoÅ!Ä (l. pãnta!). For the interchange a > o see Gignac, op. cit. 286f.
12 The writing is considerably abraded. I do not exclude that some scattered traces following the recipient’s name belong
to a design. After the sender’s name there is ink which I cannot explain.

1

P.Harris I 103
This letter, the product of a ‘slow writer’, perhaps comes from the second century. The editor reports
that on the back there are ‘traces of the address’: L]aodikei ` ` `hmo ` ` `. The first part of the address
puzzles: L]aodikei should be the name of the sender, but this does not square with what we have in the
prescript (line 2), which was presented as follows:
`hg°n`i`o! t“ kur¤ƒ mou
édelf“] `eit `[ple]›![ta] xa¤rein.
Closer inspection of the papyrus shows that line 2 reads L`a`o`d`[i]k`e› p[le]›!t`a` xa¤rein.2 LaodikeÊ!
is not a common personal name. Its only other papyrological occurrence is in the Oxyrhynchite PSI XII
1255.8 (iii), where it has the form LadikeÊ!. The name of the sender is more difficult: there is a hole at
the start of the line, and after that I am not sure whether there is any ink at all (the surface of the papyrus
is very dark), whereas the underdotted nu is impossible. But also here the back can be of help: after
L]aodike› there survive some traces of the common saltire pattern, followed by what may be read as
¨¨¨¨`hgeti`o`!`. This does not recall any attested Greek name, but looks like the hellenised version of a Roman
name. The reverse indexes in H. Solin, O. Salomies, Repertorium nominum gentilicium et cognominum
Latinorum offer the following candidates: Megetius, Regetius, Segetius, Vegetius. The remnants of the
first letter in the back, a short upright trace in the upper part of the line, may just admit B`hg°tio!
(OÈhg°tio! is ruled out by reason of space), M`hg°tio!, or even ÑR`hg°tio!. For the transcription of Latin
e, long or short, which fluctuates between e and h, cf. Gignac, Grammar i 246f. To conclude, I propose
that the prescript and the address be presented as follows:

Back:

`hg°t`i`o! t“ kur¤ƒ mou
L`a`o`d`[i]k`e› p[le]›!t`a` xa¤rein.
L]aodike› (design) `hg°ti`o`!.`

2 Schmidt restored the names of the sender and the recipient as Yhg°n`i`o!` and ÉAe›ti respectively.
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This papyrus, dubiously assigned to the second century (a date in the earlier part of the third century is
also possible), was described as ‘the second part of a clumsily written letter, so crabbed in spelling and
expression that in several places the sense can only be guessed.’ Many of the difficulties can be
overcome even without access to the original, and K. F. W. Schmidt has already made good some of the
editorial infelicities, although he introduced some new (cf. BL III 81). The fresh study of the text has
allowed some further improvements, revealed two more fragments of the letter which had remained
unnoticed, and shown that at least 10 more lines preceded the published text (I owe the identification to
RAC and JRR). One of the fragments (inv. 34e) was folded three times; before its unfolding (by RAC)
it showed part of the address and the common saltire pattern on one side, and part of another saltire
pattern on the other. The other was stuck on the back of the published fragment, and contains the name
of the sender. Another fragment, which contains the beginnings of lines 6-10 and was not transcribed in
the edition, seems to have been joined at a later stage. Unfortunately, the writing in the additional
fragments has suffered considerably from abrasion, and the overall textual gain is slight.3
The address, not mentioned in the ed. pr., is now complete. It is written 3 cm from the edge which
corresponds to the right-hand edge of the text on the front; this means that the papyrus was folded from
left to right, pressed flat, and the right edge was tucked inside. Then the letter was bound, and the
address was written on both sides of the binding, while a saltire pattern was drawn over the binding on
both sides of the package (for this practice of packaging cf. P.Oxy. LIX 3988 introd.; for the function of
the design in addresses see P.Oxy. XLVIII 3396.32 n.). The way the unopened fragment was folded
may suggest that it had not been unfolded before. Perhaps the letter was never opened in antiquity.

5

10

15

20

[
] ` `
[
] ` `
[
] ` ` ¥ki!ta
[
]ai e`gra[
]h`!a ti
a!fa`l`i`[ c. 4 k]atãmajon ka‹ ên`a`con
` `i`!`v el`[ c. 4 ]a`i di' éd`e`lfik`oË _d` `!`auth´
` ` `nd ` ` `[ c. 3 ] ` `h`tai` po` ` ` `tikå
`a` ` ` ` `[ c. 3 ] `[ 1-2 ] mØ planhy∞nai épo
t`r` ` `a`c[ c. 3 ]k`a`[ ` k]l`¤!`a! pãlin ka‹ !frag¤!!a! ei[ ` `] yeoË y°lont`o`!`[ 4-5 ]n
eÏrv tØ[n pa]rayÆkhn ` ` ` `[]n` mØ
Ípolãb[˙! m]ai épãnyrvpon. kair“ mayÆ!ei pÒÅ!oÄn §jvd¤a!a érgÊrion ßv! prokÒcv. ka‹ zht« ka‹ Mare›non épÚ m°p
rouw §k_l´pl°jai. eﬁ mØ pepoiÆkein §mauu
t“ !Ênerga kalå, pãlai ka‹ §ån tÚ` om`Ê!ion ded≈ki ín aÈt“. égnoe›! pÒ!a
kãmn`v. !o‹ d¢ oÈk°ti mema¤lhk°n
!oi per‹ toË kermat¤ou. §ån m¢n dunhg
yª! égorã!ai moi !eËgo! tul«n, égÒra!on
ka‹ diå ÑHrv¤do! diap°mcv !oi égrãfin.
é!pãzomai pollå Ya!çrin ka‹ ÑHrvnianÚn

Tafel VIII

3 It has not been possible to have the papyrus photographed after the additional fragments were joined. The photograph
reproduced here is that of the previously published fragmenst.
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ka‹ ÉAfrod¤thn ka‹ GermanÚn ka‹ pãnta!
toÁ! filoËntã! mai kat' ˆnoma.
§rr«!y° !e eÎxomai.
Back, downwards along the fibres:
épÒdo! Ptolema¤ƒ p(arå) (design) Levn¤dou
(design)

10 l. kle¤!a! 11 l. !frag¤!a! 14, 25 l. me 15 l. Mar›non
from !u; l. mem°lhken 21 l. zeËgo! 26 §rr«!yai

16 l. §pepoiÆkein

18 l. §ded≈kein?

19 !oi corrected

‘… (10ff.) after having closed again and sealed … god willing, I find the deposit … Don’t think me
inhuman. You’ll get to know in time how much money I spent until I prospered. And I’m trying to help
Marinos out of some of his troubles. If I had not made good materials for myself, I (?) would long since
have given him one half. You have no idea how much I’m wearing myself out, while you don’t care
about this money any longer. If you manage to buy me a pair of cushions, do buy (them), and I’ll send
you (some) papyrus through Herois. I send many greetings to Thasarion and Heronianos and Aphrodite
and Germanos and all who love me, by name. I pray for your good health.’
Back: ‘Deliver to Ptolemaios from Leonides.’
1
3
6
7

This may be the first line of the letter. The scanty remains are indeterminable.
¥ki!ta. This adverb is attested only in two other papyri, PSI I 41.22 (iv), and P.Ant. II 100.5 (vi).
k]atãmajo`n . The reading seems secure. No form of mã!!v has occurred in any other papyrus.
di' éd`e`lfik`oË _d` `!`auth´. The broken context does not permit any guess as to the purpose of the deletion. The unread
letter might be epsilon; omicron is less likely. For the collocation cf. P.Bon. 24B.13 (135) é[d]elfikÚ[n •]aut∞!.
8
po` ` `h`tika. I have been tempted to read po`r`y`h`tikã, but the word is attested only by lexicographers, and I cannot see
how it would suit the context.
10 k`a`[¤ is one possibility, but does not seem much suitable to the syntax.
10-11 k]l`¤!`a! pãlin ka‹ !frag¤!!a!. Cf. P.Flor. III 334.6ff. (iii) ka‹ pãli | t∞i !∞i !frag›di é!fal«! | kle¤!a! !frãgi!on
tÚ | dapanhy¢n énãlvma eﬁ! toÁ! yh!auroÊ!; also P.Hamb. I 90.7ff. (iii) §`kl¤|!yh kal«! ka‹ tØn kalloin`[Øn ` ` ` `] |
ka‹ §`!frãgi!a.
!fra|g¤!!a! (l. !frag¤!a!). For the gemination of sigma see Gignac, Grammar i 159f.
11-13 These lines, numbered 1-3 in the ed. pr., were presented thus:
gi `a!. eﬁ[d¢] yeÚw y°loi.[
§å]n
eÏrv tØ[n pa]rayÆkhn[
]...mØ
Ípolab[
]ai épãnyrvpon, ktl.
11 yeoË y°lont`o`!` . This and equivalent expressions, for which cf. S. G. Kapsomenakis, Voruntersuchungen 48, occur in
both pagan and Christian texts. So far as I am aware, P.Tebt. III1 762.5 (late iii BC) provides the earliest instance in the
papyri.
12 parayÆkh. For the term see P.Graux II 23.2 n.; P.Louvre I p. 106.
11-12 For the sense cf. SB XIV 12037.11f. (ii) §rvte !e, t°knon, tØn para|yÆkhn, ∂n dvkã !oi, fulãje (l. §rvt«, ¶dvka,
fulãjai). Perhaps the writer is saying something on the lines of e·[na] yeoË y°lont`o`!` [pç!a]n | eÏrv tØ[n
pa]rayÆkhn; cf. P.Oxy. XII 1494.3f. (iv) e·n' oÏtv! yeoË y°lonto! | tãxa tei prata¤on (l. -°on) g°`nhtai.
13 Ípolãb[˙! m]ai. BL III 81 records Ípolab[e›n m]ai (Bell, Schmidt), and Ípolãb[˙! me e‰n]ai (Schuman). The break
cannot have been more than four letters long. For the construction cf. P.Cair.Zen. IV 59636.9ff. (iii BC): mØ | Ípolãb˙!
me ˜ti pro!|elÆluya prÚ! tå ba|!ilikã.
15-18 The punctuation I have adopted was proposed by Schmidt.4 For the construction cf. B. G. Mandilaras, The Verb § 521;
to his examples add P.Mich. VIII 512.4f. (iii) eﬁ mØ ˜ti !unezÆthka | t“ Ptolema¤ƒ pãlai ín éphllagm°noi ∑!men;
cf. also P.Cair.Zen. IV 59599.4ff. (iii BC), P.Cair.Isid. 69.25ff. (310), P.Mich. XVIII 793.3ff. (381), P.Lips. 40.2.13
(iv/v). The sentence which forms the apodosis of the conditional (lines 17-18) is is not easily intelligible.

4 Schmidt’s statement that mh = moi with ‘Wiederholung des Pronomens wie in Z. 9f.’ cannot stand, although this
phonetic interchange is not absent from papyri, cf. H. C. Youtie, Scriptiunculae Posteriores I 204.
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§kpl°jai. The first editor misunderstood §kpl°jai, but was corrected by Schmidt. For the meaning of the verb see G.
Casanova, Aegyptus 50 (1970) 54.5 We find §kpl°jai with an accusative of person also in P.Tebt. II 314.6 (ii), 315.21,
28 (ii), P.Yale I 83.20 (c. AD 200), SB XII 10918.14 (iii), P.Kell. G. I 74.30 (iv), and elsewhere.
pepoiÆkein. For the pluperfect without augment see Mandilaras, op. cit. § 233, and Gignac, Grammar ii 224; cf. also
ded≈ki in 18.
17 !Ênerga. For the significance of the word (épÚ m°rou! and !Ênerga were not properly understood in the translation)
see Parsons’ note on tå !Ênerga t∞! !tol∞! ‘the materials for the outfit’ in P.Oxy. XXXI 2593.4 (ii): ‘The meaning is
‘materials’ (Ljungvik, Eranos 27, 169, n. 3) and in particular ‘yarn for weaving’. The narrower sense fits all the
occurrences in papyri.’ This is generally true: cf. P.Fuad I 8.17f. (ii?) !`Êne`r`|ga tå ﬁdi<Ò>xrvma, P.Heid. III 237.11 (ii)
!Ênerga xit≈nvn; also P.Brem. 59.10 (ii),6 P.Mich. III 216.22, 218.11 (both 296), P.Michael. 18.FrB.14, 17 (iii),
P.Oxy. VII 1069.8, 12 (iii), P.Wisc. I 30.iii.1 (iii), P.Kell. G. I 74.13 (iv). In Medieval and Modern Greek the word
acquired the significance of ‘implement, tool’ (so Sophocles, presumably after Du Cange’s ‘implementum quodvis’,
followed by LSJ); I would not rule out the possibility that we find this meaning in P.Oxy. VIII 1159.15, 21 (iii). Parsons
notes that LSJ is ‘quite wrong’; this is true: the second meaning, ‘trimmings’, should be deleted, and replaced by ‘yarn
for weaving, woven materials’, while for the meaning ‘tool’ one needs other examples (I have found nothing suitable in
TLG).
17-18 The ed. pr. has pou oaÊ!ion. The upsilon written above the omicron may have been a correction, as in lines 16 and 21;
but the omicron has not been cancelled, and the upsilon may be an addition. Neither pouaÊ!ion nor puaÊ!ion match
any Greek word. On the basis of the photograph JRR suggested reading to` instead of p, and m` in place of a. As I was
able to see on the original, there is an offset of this mu in the right-hand margin, which is due to the folding of the sheet
(the same phenomenon is visible in the margin opposite line 9), and may account for the partial loss of ink from the
letter. All this results in the sequence to`oÅuÄmu!ion, which I am inclined to interpret as tÚ` _o´ÍmÊ!ion, that is ≤m¤!ion =
¥mi!u. The spelling of the word may be paralleled from forms such as Ïme!on (Gignac, Grammar i 264) and ¥mu!u/-i or
o·moi!i (i 270). If this were the writer’s intention, it would be morphologically interesting: *≤m¤!ion does not appear
anywhere else, but ¥mi!on is common, and is attested already from the fifth century BC. This form ‘may represent the
beginning of the transfer of ¥misuw to an adjective of the first and second declensions’ (Gignac, Grammar ii 128).7
18 ded≈ki ín: dedvk›an ed. pr. Schmidt noted that ‘ded≈ki = ded≈kein mit Abfall des n und wie pepoiÆkein ohne
Augment’. The omission of final nu before a word beginning with a vowel is well paralleled, see Gignac, Grammar i
112. I admit I am not entirely happy with this explanation, since two lines above pepoiÆkein is spelled without the
iotacism, but have no convincing alternative to offer. The repetition of ên may be paralleled by another repetition in line
20 (see next note).
20 !oi. The editor brackets it, but the repetition of the oblique cases of personal pronouns is a well-known colloquialism of
the period, see S. G. Kapsomenos, AYHNA 73-74 (1973) 564ff.; cf. also H. C. Youtie, Scriptiunculae I 453, and G. M.
Parássoglou, ELLHNIKA 37 (1986) 278. But as Professor Hagedorn, to whom I owe the observation that in 19 !oi has
been corrected from !u, remarks, ‘es könnte übrigens sein, daß das zweite !oi in Z. 20 nicht einfach eine Wiederholung
ist, sondern daß der Schreiber ursprünglich den Satz wirklich mit !Ê beginnen wollte und dann in ein Anakoluth verfallen ist’. After that, the editor placed a full stop and took per‹ toË kermat¤ou with the ensuing conditional. mema¤lhken goes together with per‹ toË kermat¤ou; cf. P.Köln III 174.14f. (ii) mØ mel_ai´Å°Ätv d° !oi per‹ k°rmato!.
21 !eËgo! tul«n. Although the bizarre seuFostulvn appears in the ed. pr., the commentary is right: ‘perhaps we should
read seË_ `´ow (= zeËgow) tul«n’. What is written after !eu is a gamma penned above another gamma; the latter was
written over another letter, possibly alpha. The supralinear gamma only repeats the correction. This is also the case with
§kpl°jai in line 6: after ek the writer initially penned a lambda; this was overwritten by pi, and at a later stage another
pi was added above the line. For the interchange z > ! see Gignac, Grammar i 123.
tÊlai have not occurred in pairs elsewhere, but one may compare the zeÊgh kerbikar¤vn in P.Leid.Inst. 31.13f. (i/ii),
BGU 813.11 (iii), SB VIII 9834b.6 (iv).
22 égrãfin: êgrafin ed. pr. The word has caused various problems. As accented, it is a vox nullius—the editor translates
‘a note of hand (?)’. There have been two suggestions to overcome the difficulty: aﬁrãfin = §rãfin = §lãfin (BL III
16

5 The text edited in that place is SB XII 11022, a letter assigned to the first century, but to judge from the plate a third

century date is strongly suggested. The word occurs in a broken context, difficult to restore. But one improvement is
possible: instead of §kpl°jv tÚ me | [ ± 6 ]r` `n read §kpl°jv tÚ me[ta]¤`v`ro`n (note that in the ed. pr. no estimation of the
length of the break is given). For the expression cf. P.Brem. 17.10f. (ii) §kpl°jv ˘ ¶xvi §n ÉAlejandre¤ai | met°vron;
P.Mich. VIII 476.17 (ii) §kpl°ja! !ou tå met°vra ¶xv. For the orthography cf. P.Oxy. XIV 1758.16 (ii) meta`i`≈rv[n]. Two
more points of detail: in line 4 for ]˙n ( ) read t]Øn ig (date); in 8-9 the restoration diapemcã[meno! makes little sense, and
should be abandoned.
6 The editorial comment ad loc. favours ‘tools’, but the writer of this letter clearly refers to yarn. The authority that
Wilcken adduces is Th. Reil, Beiträge zur Kenntnis des Gewerbes im hellenistischen Aegypten 94. But Reil’s examples are
limited to P.Oxy. VII 1069.8 and VIII 1159.15, 21.
7 I draw the opportunity to note that Gignac’s statement that the Modern Greek equivalent to ¥mi!u! ‘is ordinarily
m°sow, -h, -o’ should be corrected to ‘misÒw, -Æ, -Ò’.
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81), and ì grãfi! (BL VI 49). But the papyrus was correctly read; what should change is the accentuation. The word is
not new: it first appeared in P.Mich. II 123v.vii.25 = 128a.25 (45-47) épÚ tÒmou égraf¤ou. The editor took it as an
adjective, and translated ‘not for writing’, a meaning which was taken over by Kiessling, WB IV s.v. égrãfio! ‘zum
Schreiben ungeeignet’, and LSJ Suppl. s.v. égrãfio! (‘perh. not fit for writing’). The definition offered by N. Lewis,
Papyrus in Classical Antiquity 95 n.1 is along the same lines: ‘the import of the adjective, an hapax legomenon, is
uncertain, but perhaps it designates the papyrus as being or having become unsuitable’. There are serious reasons to
doubt this interpretation. The suggested meaning does not seem to rest on considerations of language (there is nothing in
the etymology of the word *égrãfio! to justify a significance such as ‘not fit for writing’), but rather on the fact that
the price for this particular roll was considered low as compared to the prices of ordinary tÒmoi mentioned elsewhere. A
look at the context is instructive. The papyrus records, inter alia, various payments made for the purchase of writing
material; these have been grouped handily by T. C. Skeat, JRS 24 (1934) 66. Of the twenty-five such entries, twentythree are given in the form tim∞! xãrtou 4 dr.; tim∞! égrãfou 4 dr.; et sim. Two entries stand out from this group:
tim∞! épÚ tÒmou égraf¤ou 4 1/2 ob.; tim∞! épÚ toË xartar¤ou 1 1/2 ob. The sharp contrast between the last two
prices and those for êgrafo! or xãrth! led the editors of the Michigan text to believe that xartãrion was ‘just a small
sheet’, the tÒmo! égrãfio! ‘a cheap grade of papyrus, unsuitable for writing, ‘not for writing’, while êgrafo! designated a ‘new’ or ‘unwritten’ roll (P.Mich. II pp. 98-9). But the evidence from these prices and the relative value of
writing materials is not conclusive; and it does not seem to have been understood that 4 1/2 ob. was not the price paid
for the entire roll. The pattern of the two entries that we singled out is notable: instead of tim∞! + genitive we have a
prepositional construction; 4 1/2 ob. was not the timØ tÒmou égraf¤ou, but what was paid for a part of it, and as much
xartãrion was bought as could be obtained for 1 1/2 ob. In fact, Skeat had suggested that ‘épÚ tÒmou égraf¤ou, épÚ
toË xartar¤ou, are presumably sheets cut from rolls of papyrus’. In conclusion, we know nothing about the timØ tÒmou
égraf¤ou in toto.
Not long after the appearance of P.Mich. II 123, the publication of P.Mert. I 24 (c. AD 200) showed that we are not
dealing with an hapax legomenon, and the views expressed by the editors of the Michigan papyrus were at fault; but this
seems to have passed unnoticed. The relevant passage of the Merton papyrus (lines 15-18) runs as follows:
ka`l«! p`[oi]Æ!ei! én`tibal∆n %em|pr`[vn¤]v` tÚ lo`gar¤dion ·na moi aÈtÚ | diap°mchtai.
ﬁd[o]Ê`, ka‹ égrãfin | [ `]ia[ `]i`v`[ ` ` ·n]a eﬁ! aÈtÚ grãf˙. 8
It thus seems difficult to maintain that the papyrus designated thus was not suitable for writing. Furthermore, the
evidence from the Merton and Harris papyri brought together shows that we are dealing with a noun, égrãfion. And in
P.Mich. II 123v.vii.25 we do not have a tÒmo! égrãfio!, but a tÒmo! égraf¤ou. The word is apparently a diminutive,
as its ending shows. It derives from êgrafo!, on the lines of xãrth! > xart¤on. The only guess at its meaning is that it
is blank papyrus, and may be used for writing purposes; it might mean ‘a small piece of êgrafo!’, just as xart¤on or
xartãrion often designate a piece of papyrus. That it is a diminutive might further imply that is was of low quality; but
this is no more than a conjecture.9 It is a rare word; but so is also the use of the term êgrafo! with regard to papyrus. 10
References to the dispatch of writing material are not absent from papyrus letters. Cf., e.g., P.Wash. II 106.4 (18 BC),
where the writer asks to have a kÒllhma égrãfou sent to her; SB VI 9017 #15.3ff. (i/ii) kal«! poÆ!ei!, êdelfe,
§rxÒmeno! ·`[n]a` moi §n°nk˙! x[ãr]thn §pi!tol[ikÚn] Ùbol«n *h; BGU III 822.28f. (ii/iii) p°mcon moi êgrafon x`ãrthn,
·na eÏro[me]n §pi!tol[Øn] grãcai; P.Oxy. LIX 3993.44f. (ii/iii) ì ¶pemca! xartãria §d≈kamen; P.Flor. III 367.6f.
(iii) pollãki! --- xãrta! §pi!toliko[Á! épo]!te¤lanto!, ·n' eÈporª! toË grã[fein] moi.
Nothing about the address on the back was reported in the edition.

P.Harris I 105
The address on the back of this letter has not been read correctly. For épÒdo! . . . AÈrhl¤ou Ne¤lou
read ÉApoll[vn¤ƒ (vac.?)] (design) p(arå) AÈrhl¤ou Ne¤lou.

8 The editors translate ‘See, [I have sent you?] also a blank roll (?) that he may write (the account) on it’, and note: ‘ia

suggests dia-, but the i is farther from the margin than in line 17, and [!o]i is equally possible. For v`, m` can also be read’. I
cannot think of a plausible restoration. For [ `]i another possibility is [t]i.
9 The statement by Lewis mentioned above is contained in a footnote chiefly dealing with charta emporetica; this sides
with a view expressed by Skeat, ibid., who spoke of rolls ‘of inferior quality, unfit for writing and used only as wrapping
paper, etc.’ There is no evidence for égrãfion ever having been used as wrapping paper; but such a function was
occasionally reserved for xartãria, cf. P. J. Parsons, PP 23 (1968) 287ff.
10 êgrafo! is not included Lewis’ chapter ‘Some technical terms’ (70-78); Skeat, ibid. notes that ‘the nature of the
terms égrãfou, égrãfvn is obscure’. The word is of course an adjective, cf. BGU III 822.28 êgrafon x`ãrthn. But it can
also be used on its own as a substantive, cf. P.Wash. II 106.4 kÒllhma égrãfou (xãrtou is meant, but there is little doubt
that the qualifier has taken up the position of the qualified), P. Mich. II 123r.i.d2, etc. tim∞! égrãfou; 123r.vii.39 tim∞!
égrãfou ≤mikoll¤ou.
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The letter was assigned to the second century, but the sender’s gentilicium would make a third
century date preferable; palaeography also favours a later dating.
P.Harris I 106
This is the right-hand part of a letter assigned to the second century, but it is probably somewhat earlier
(cfl. Tafel VII). In line 8 for ]h!ai d¢ parå N¤!ou t∞! ka!¤a! read kÒ]m`i!ai d¢ parå t∞! aÈt∞! ka!¤a!.
ka!¤a! may refer to the commodity, in which case its amount, probably in l¤trai, should have
followed, but it may also be a proper name, Ka!<!>¤a!.
P.Harris I 108
This text (cf. Tafel VIII) should be placed in the early fourth and not the third century. There is a remote
possibility that Philantinoos, the recipient of the letter, is the same as the one who figures in the small
archive chiefly comprised by P.Harr. II 230-4. (The sender’s name is indeed EÈtÒlmio!, as Bell suggested.)
In line 5 p]r[o]noh!ãmenon must be a misprint for p]r[o]noh!ãmeno!. Last, it is not true that ‘on the
verso along the fibres, [there are] eleven lines of writing largely effaced’: the letter is written along the
fibres on the back of piece cut from a third century document of uncertain nature.
P.Harris I 109
This third/fourth century letter (cf. Tafel IX) is written in a rapid and confident script by someone with
good command of Greek. This becomes particularly noticeable in lines 14-18, which form the end of the
body of the letter. Below I reproduce this section as printed in the ed. pr, and juxtapose what I read on
the original. To this I have appended a translation and notes.
15

taËtã !oi ¶!tv ka‹ é!xoloum°nvi.
§grãcamen d¢ tª ÉAntinÒƒ oÈ p ` `
eﬁdÒte! ˜poi deÆ!ei ≤mç! §kdhme›n,
grãcv !o¤. per‹ œn boÊlei §pi!t°llou
keleÊvn.

taËtã !oi •!t∆! ka‹ é!xoloÊmeno!
¶graca. épÚ d¢ t∞! ÉAntinÒou, oÎpv
eﬁdÒte! ˜poi deÆ!ei ≤mç! §kdhme›n,
grãfv !oi. per‹ œn boÊlei §p¤!telle`
keleÊvn.

‘I wrote these things to you although I am before court and busy. I am writing to you from
Antinoou, without as yet knowing where we shall have to go. Send me word with your commands for
any matter you wish.’
•!t≈! is a technical term denoting a person who stands in court in P.Abinn. 63.44 (after 350), P.Mich. XIII 660.3 (70315) and SB XVI 12542.15, 17 (same date). This may be the sense here too; the writer’s intention seems to be to stress
that he writes this letter under inconvenient circumstances: legal and other business are pressing. However, it cannot be
ruled out that •!t≈! simply means ‘standing on my feet’, which can also be inconvenient and may show the writer’s
haste. But I have found nothing similar in any other papyrus.
é!xoloÊmeno!. For the sense cf. P.Cair.Zen IV 59608.1ff. (iii BC) ‡!v! m¢`n` o`Ô`[n] | §noxloËmen _!e´ é!xoloÊme|[nÒ]n
!e. For concessive participles in the papyri see Mandilaras, The Verb § 906.
15 oÎpv. The omega is large and crude, and appears overwritten on something else, perhaps ou. oÎpou occurs in a number
of papyri,11 and it may be that the writer has corrected his mistake.
15-17 épÚ d¢ t∞! ÉAntinÒou ... grãfv. Compare SB VIII 9930.8ff. (iii) grãfv !u12 oÔn ·na eﬁdª! épÚ t∞! pÒlev!.
17 §p¤!telle` . Tha last letter is considerably smudged, but ou is impossible to read. §p¤!telle is the verb we should
reasonably expect in this sense, cf. SB V 7743.18 (i/ii), XIV 11584.9 (ii), P.Iand. VI 107.13 (ii), P.Oxy. XIV 1664.10
(iii), BGU IV 1080.16 (iii?). I have found §pi!t°llou only in P.Gen. II 103.10 (147), but the context is different and the
reading itself not entirely certain (cf. the editor’s note ad loc.).
14

Some more points of detail. In line 1 instead of k ` ` ` ` ` read perhaps ka`y`o`l`i`[koË, and place period
after it. If this is true, it will give the perfectly acceptable tãjev! toË kur¤ou mou ka`y`o`l`i`[koË ‘of (?)
11 P.Mich. VIII 474.14 (ii), 492.5 (ii), BGU I 38.24 (ii/iii), P.Tebt. II 423.12 (iii), P.Rain.Cent. 161.20 (v?), SB VI

9139.12 (vi), and perhaps P.Oxy. VIII 1153.26 (i).
12 Read !oi, not !e, as the editor corrects.
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the officium of my lord the rationalis’, and make our papyrus not earlier than 286, the year when the
office became established in Egypt, cf. R. Delmaire, CRIPEL 10 (1988) 113 (the hand does not favour
any thought that this may be Claudius Marcellus, rationalis in the reign of Philip the Arab). In lines 4-5
for p≈lh!on. ÍchlÒn moi oÔn nh!ai read p≈lh!on ka‹ ÍchlÒn moi !`un≈nh!ai (I owe !`un≈nh!ai to
Professor Hagedorn). Last, in 7-8 for po¤[h]!on read po¤h`!on.
P.Harris I 110
In this fourth century letter ‘the writer asks his correspondent to make and obtain certain payments’. The
text as printed invites suspicion at various points. A re-edition seemed necessary; it is presented below.

5

10

15

kur¤ƒ m[o]u patr‹ ÉAlejãndrƒ`
D`¤[dum]o`!` (vac.)
xa¤rein.
t“ énadidÒnti !oi toËtÒ mou
tÚ pittãkion, kÊri° mou
pãter, po¤h!on doy∞nai ì §lãbamen parå Pallad¤ou.
Loukçn tÚn (dekadãrxhn) épa¤th!on
tå tr¤`a tãlanta. pro!agÒreu `
[é]p`É §moË pollå tÚn kÊriÒn mou
[ÉE]lp¤dion metå t«n édelf«n
[aÈ]toË ka‹ tÚn de!pÒthn mou
[uﬂÚ]n D[i]onÊ[!i]on. §rr«!ya¤ !e
[eÎ]x`o`m`a`i` pollo›!
[xrÒnoi! k]a‹ eÈ[tu]xoËnta diå pantÒ!.

Tafel V

Back, downards, along the fibres:
kur¤ƒ mou patr‹ ÉAlejãndrƒ [
4 pit'takion

7 x
i

‘To my lord father Alexandros, Didymos, greetings. Have the man who delivers you this note of
mine, my lord father, be given the things we received from Palladios. Exact the three talents from
Loukas, the decurio. Give many greetings from me to my lord Elpidios along with his brothers, and to
my master (and) son Dionysios. I pray that you may be well for many years, and always in good
fortune.’
Back: ‘To my lord father Alexandros …’
1-2 In the ed. pr. these lines were presented thus:
kur¤ƒ mou patr‹ ÉAlejãndr[ƒ]
p`l`[e›!t]a` xa¤rein.
Line 2 is 1 cm inset, but the edition’s layout is probably a printing mistake. As for the reading, although there is considerable damage, the name of the sender, D`¤[dum]o`!`, is in little doubt.
patr¤. There is no need to take the term of kinship literally, cf. G. Tibiletti, Le lettere private 32f., Youtie, Scriptiunculae Posteriores II 529, P.Oxy. LV 3812.17 n.
4
pittãkion (pitÉtakion): Épi!tol¤dion ed. pr. (The entry in Gignac, Grammar i 320 [examples of aphairesis] should be
deleted.) For the practice of writing a diastole between double tau cf. Gignac, Grammar i 164; E. G. Turner, GMAW2 , p.
11 n. 50.
In a similar context the word pittãkion also occurs in, e.g., P.Gen. I 2.2 (iii) kal«! poiÆ!ei! doÁ! t“ énadidÒnti !oi
tÚ pittãkion - - - (drx.) DÉ (Ùb.) d. A parallel usage is P.Oxy. LIX 3990.3f. (ii) t“ énadidÒ]n`ti !oi tÚ §pi!tÒlion - - d`[Ú!] (drx.) kd.
7
Loukçn. This is not a very common name, and occurs mainly after the fourth century, apparenly under Christian
influence. It turns up only once in a document earlier than the fourth century, BGU IX 1900.24, 56 (c. 196), where we
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find a Loukas, father of Heroninos; the son’s name would point to a pagan rather than a Christian, but I doubt whether
this is conclusive for the father’s religion. This Loukas does not appear in any of the prosopographies of the Roman
army in Egypt (list in H.-A. Rupprecht, Kleine Einführung in die Papyruskunde 86).
(dekadãrxhn): xa(rtoulãrion?) ed. pr.13 On the competence of the decuriones see H. Melaerts, Studia Varia
Bruxellensia 3 (1994) 99ff. For the abbreviation employed here, a chi with an iota below, cf. J. F. Gilliam, BASP 13
(1976) 57 (= Roman Army Papers 381). For an analysis of the very similar tachygram for •katontãrxh! (chi above the
line with rho below) see A. Blanchard, Sigles et Abbréviations 26.14 (I have also considered, but think less likely, the
possibility that the abbreviation here stands for x(e)i(ri!tÆn), which in a few texts [P.Flor. II 254 (259), P.Lond. III
1157.25 (iii), P.Landlisten F.9 (c. 350)] is represented by a chi divided by a vertical line, cf. Gilliam, loc. cit. 57 n. 6,
and P.Landlisten F.9 n. This would not be out of context in our text, but, unlike the other examples, here the vertical line
does not extend beyond the junction of the two obliques of chi.) I have resolved (dekadãrxhn), but there is no means of
telling whether the writer intended a form ending in -ãrxh! or -arxo!. Both forms coexist in literary texts from the fifth
century BC, and in documents from the third century BC; cf. L. R. Palmer, A Grammar of the Post-Ptolemaic Papyri
66, and P. J. Sijpesteijn, Aegyptus 66 (1986) 158.
8
tå tr¤`a tãlanta: t°!!ara tã[l]anta ed. pr. The distance between rho and alpha is bigger than what would reasonably
be expected, but there is no trace of ink between the putative iota and alpha (tre`¤`a cannot be read). The tone of the
imperative (épa¤th!on) seems to imply that the sum of three talents was not regarded as an insignificant amount. This
may suggest that the date of the letter must not be too distant from the beginning of the fourth century, when three
talents still had a considerable market-value; see the price lists in R. S. Bagnall, Currency and Inflation in Fourth
Century Egypt pp. 61ff.
pro!agÒreu `: pro!agÒreu!(on) ed. pr. The last letter is uncertain. Sigma cannot be excluded, but no mark is employed
to indicate an abbreviation. Moreover, I see no reason why the writer, who divides words between lines 5-6 and 14-15,
would have cramped the last letters of the line close to the edge and omitted two letter to avoid splitting pro!agÒreu!on
between two lines; at any rate, there was ample space available. I therefore think it more likely that he wrote
pro!agÒreue, which is also statistically much better represented in letters than pro!agÒreu!on, especially in the
construction with épÒ (see 9 n.).
9
[é]p`É §moË: Íp¢r] §moË ed. pr. There is a short horizontal followed by an upright trace between the edge and the epsilon
of §moË and high in the line, which were not reported in the ed. pr. The Íp°r of the ed. pr. is impossible; it is too long to
fit into the lacuna, and also creates a construction hitherto unattested in the papyri. Instead we should expect épÒ,
probably elided, which does not contradict the remaining traces. This conventional salutation also occurs in BGU IV
1080 (iii?), and SB XIV 11666.14 (iv); other examples of the construction with somewhat different wording include
P.Haun. II 16.15f. (ii/iii), PSI XIII 1359.10f. (ii/iii), XII 1246.6f. (iii), P.Stras. VII 637.14 (c. 340), P.Oxy. XXXI
2602.13 (early iv), LXI 4127.39f. (iv).
10 [ÉE]lp¤dion: Dion]u!¤dion ed. pr. I owe the reading to JRR. There is no space for more than one letter before the break.
Dionu!¤dio!, itself implausible only in its rarity and not in its formation, becomes a ghost name.
11 de!pÒthn. The use of this word while kÊrion was employed in line 9 is paralleled in contemporary letters such as
P.Oslo II 59.8f. (iv) and P.Oxy. XLVIII 3396.22f. (iv), and marks the increasingly frequent use of de!pÒth! instead of
kÊrio! in the fourth century, see D. Hagedorn, K. A. Worp, ZPE 39 (1980) 165ff.; for the practice in letters of the fifth
and sixth centuries see I. Suñol, Stud. Pap. 4 (1965) 39ff.) It may also be that stylistic variety was intended.
12 [uﬂÒ]n: ]n ed. pr. tÚ]n was conjecturally restored by Schuman (cf. BL III 83), but the article is otiose. We expect a
name or designation of relationship to follow. [uﬂÚ]n, seems the likeliest restoration. There are parallel constructions
with kÊrio!: P.Oxy. 1770.29f. (iii) é!pã[zv tÚn] kÊriÒn mou uﬂÚn T`[; also P.Oxy. I 123.1, 26 (iii/iv), XLVIII 3408.1,
31 (iv), P.Col. X 290.5 (v/vi). SB XVIII 13589.1 (iv) t“ de!pÒt˙ mou uﬂ“ Yeod≈rƒ may also be compared.
12-15 In the first edition these lines appeared thus:
]n DionÊ[!i]on. §rr«!ya¤ !e
eÎ]xomai pollo›!
xrÒnoi! eÔ diãgonta k]a‹ eÈtu]xoËnta diå pantÒ!.
In line 14 the supplement adopted by the editor destroys the alignment. The practice of indenting the closing formula
valedicendi is well attested in contemporary letters, but in none of them is such a breach of the alignment in evidence. It

13 On the photograph (dekadãrxhn) looks as if it should be (•katontãrxhn); but the photograph is misleading.
14 Blanchard criticised resolutions such as (•katontãr)x(hn). As he put it, ‘le signe en forme de petite croix qui sur-

monte le chiffre r = 100 est en latin un signe diacritique de chiffrement...puis il l’a emporté, moins, semble-t-il, en raison de
sa fréquence d’emploi en latin que parce qu’il pouvait être réinterprété en chi. Son origine a été de fait bientôt oublié’. But
Blanchard’s note has largely been ignored, and ‘false’ resolutions continue to appear; cf. e.g. ZPE 80 (1991) 291: ‘… r für
(•katÒn) steht, x für -arxow’.
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is thus obvious that eÔ diãgonta must be expelled,15 so that xrÒnoi! be placed below [eÎ]xomai. The syntax, although
it violates the classical norm, should not cause problems, cf. S. G. Kapsomenos, EEThess 7 (1957) 338 n.5, and
Mandilaras, The Verb §§ 914f. The closest parallel to this construction that I have been able to find is BGU IV
1080.24f. (iii?) §rr«!ya¤ !e ka‹ eÈanyoËnta | eÎxomai kÊri° mou uﬂ°.
16 The papyrus breaks off after ÉAlejãndrƒ (the editor seems to have taken what survives to be the whole of the address).
We expect a design or a blank space to have followed, and then the name of the sender in the nominative or in the
genitive preceded by (probably) parã, the latter perhaps abbreviated.

P.Harris I 111
This fifth century text was described as a business letter, which ‘has possibly remained unfinished, as
the name of the bearer still required to be added at the end’. It was edited as follows:
Kur¤ƒ mou édelf“ ÉAnouTafel VII
t¤ou ÉArÆ`pƒ` 2nd hand. YeÒdvrow.
¶sxon parå soË eﬁw §mÚn
lÒgon muriãdaw •katÚn
5
pentÆkonta
mÒna.
_____________
`auto `w z ka‹ po¤hson
tÚn lÒgon pantÚw ka‹ épÒsstilÒn me diå toË k(ur¤)ou moË
More than one point invites comment; my examination of the papyrus resulted in what I present
below.16
(i) The nature of the document. The editor took the text to be a letter, but acknowledged the
difficulties of such an identification. But there is no problem if we take the document to be what it really
is, a receipt put in the form of a letter. As far as I am aware, there are parallels only in earlier texts: BGU
IV 1029.4-5 (188/9) and P.Heid. IV 332 (ii/iii). Both texts lack a date. The editor of the latter text notes
that this is not a receipt in the strict sense of a document that should have contained a date, but rather a
private communication concerning the payment effected. This classification accords with what can be
read in line 6 (see below). 17
(ii) The unread part of line 6. At the beginning of the line the papyrus has ı aÈtÚ! (muriãda!) j.
This is a formulaic phrase which recurs in receipts, and means that the same person as the one
mentioned before has made a further payment, usually to the one who issues the receipt (cf. also Youtie,
Scriptiunculae I 299); parallels are too numerous to cite. The sense here is that Anoutios made a further
payment of 60 myriads (of denarii) to Theodoros, in addition to that of 150 myriads he had made earlier.
The editor mistook the somewhat irregularly formed symbol for the myriads for sigma, and j for z. The
large horizontal running along much of the interlinear space between lines 5 and 6, if it is not just a
numeral marker over j, perhaps serves the purpose of setting off the two payments; the same practice
may be seen in another receipt, BGU IV 1029.4-5 (mentioned above).
15 eÔ diãgonta has been treated as if it stood in the original text and was used as a parallel in P.Oxy. XX 2273.3 n. and
Tibiletti, op.cit. 63.
16 The name of the recipient is also problematic: his second name (line 2) is an unicum (the editor also felt uneasy; in
the index of personal names at the end of the volume he added a question mark next to the name). But the papyrus is badly
abraded, and what I have been able to see does not contradict the editor’s reading ÉArÆ`pƒ. I should note that there might
have been a letter lost in a lacuna between the rho and the putative eta: at that point the papyrus is broken along an original
vertical fold, and the distance between the two pieces may have been larger than what now appears under the glass. I cannot
think of a suitable name. The dative ending is also not without difficulty. A patronymic is expected, that is ÉAnoÊtio!
ÉArÆ`pou. If this is not an error, he would have had a double name. There are names expressed without ı ka¤ between the
names (see P.Mich. V introd. p. 15), but this is very rare.
17 The boundaries between letters, receipts and orders to pay are not always clearly delineated. Compare for example
O.Leid. 329 (ii/iii), styled as ‘letter’ by the editors but in essence an order to pay, which includes features typical of private
letters alongside more formal elements such as the !e!hme¤vmai subscription and the date.
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(iii) The reading k(ur¤)ou in line 8, an abbreviation used exclusively for Nomina Sacra – and at any
rate one would expect a name to follow, as the editor observed. But the papyrus has diå toË uﬂoË mou;
for the expression cf. e.g. P.Wisc. II 72.20f. (ii) p°mcon moi diå toË uﬂoË !ou.
To conclude, I present lines 6-8 as revised, and append a translation:
ı aÈtÚ! (muriãda!) j. ka‹ po¤h!on
tÚn lÒgon pantÚ! ka‹ épÒ!!tilÒn me diå toË uﬂoË mou.
__
6

:k

j

7-8 l. épÒ!teilÒn moi

‘The aforesaid (has paid) 60 myriads. And make up an account of everything, and send (it) to me
through my son.’
P.Harris I 112
This is a fifth century letter. Cf. Tafel VI. In line 4 the editor read ka‹ n ` ` ` §phreã!yh. Reviewers
suggested nËn or nun¤ (BL III 82), but the papyrus has pr`¤`n.
In line 8 the editor printed §mblhy∞nai. The letter transcribed as beta looks like the delta of the type
that is identical with the Latin d (same shape also in pa›da in line 10). That betas were occasionally
formed in this fashion is well known; cf. A. Jördens, ZPE 92 (1992) 221 and the examples cited there, to
which add those cited in P.Sta.Xyla 2 introd. (para. 4).18 But I should note that a clear beta (in u-shaped
form) occurs at the beginning of line 11 (Be¤vna) of this letter. Another papyrus furnishes us with a
beta where we should have delta: P.Harris 91.4 gives mob instead of the expected mod (cf. BL VIII 147),
i.e. mÒd(ion), while an earlier document, P.Oxy. LX 4068.18 of 200, has par°brame[!] for
par°drame[!]. In the light of this, one might be tempted to consider whether the latinate delta in place
of beta is always a palaeographic whim, and not evidence for the sporadic interchange of the two
sounds. But we still lack a clear example of a non-latinate delta written instead of beta. (I have found
nothing suitable in Coptic.)
In 11-12 we find ép°!teila prÚ! tØn !Øn | [timiÒthta. The upper parts of some letters from the
beginning of line 12 still survive, and exclude timiÒthta; y`a`[uma]!`[iÒthta is a possibility. Although
the scribe wrote tª !ª timiÒthti in 3, we may allow for some variation on his part.
The edition does not report that on the back of the letter (along the fibres) runs the address, which,
so far as it is preserved, is identical with the prescript: t“ de!pÒt˙ mou timivtãtƒ (design?) édelf“
Geron`[t¤ƒ, probably followed by the name of the sender, D¤dumo!.
P.Harris I 151
Of this letter, assigned to the late second century, but in fact datable to 98-102 (see below, fr. 2.8-9 n.),
two fragments survive. The editor transcribed the first ten lines of the larger fragment, and reported that
‘fragments of at least six more lines follow, with a portion of the date’. But the date clause appears in
the smaller fragment (inv. no. 65e), which does not physically join the other and was not reported in the
edition (it contains parts of 9 lines from the end of the letter). That both fragments belong to the same
text can be established on the basis of the hand, as well as of the address on the back (ignored in the ed.
pr.).
The text was published without translation and commentary, and sense is sometimes hard to obtain.
A new version of the text is presented below. It is difficult to be sure about the amount of textual loss
between the two fragments. But probably lines 1-10 represent less than a half of the original letter.
18 One of these examples is BGU XII 2147.20 (464), where the editor prints F[o]idãmmvno!. In BL VIII 52 this was

branded as a ‘Druckfehler’ for Foibãmmvno!. Dr. Wm. Brashear, who kindly checked the original for me, sent me a drawing
of the passage in question and commented: ‘Kein Druckfehler!’ (letter of 15.1.1997). Compare P.Oxy. LVI 3862.24 (iv/v),
where again we have Fo`i`d`ã`mmvno!.
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ÑHrakle¤dh`!` %arapçti
t“ §m`«`[i] x`[a¤]rein.
__
g¤nv!ke ˜ti tª kz §mb°bh`[ka eﬁ!] K`Òpton. §rvt« !e oÔn, §ån eÏr˙!` ` ti[nå] eﬁ!
KÒpton §rxÒmenon, grãcai mo`[i œn] ¶`x`e`i`!
keim°nvn ¶rgvn, §pe‹ diå Ye` ` `vno!
oÈk ¶grace!. tetim¤ake tå ¶rga œde.
b`l`°`p`e` m`Ø` §kbãl˙! !ou tå ¶rga, éllå
prÚ! ÙfyalmÚn d¢ p≈lei. §ån d¢ ¶lyv eﬁ! tÚn ÉOjurugxe¤thn, taxÊ !u grãcv. §ån d¢ p°mp˙ !u ÉAkou!¤la! e `
[
c. 12
] `[ ` `] ` `[ ` `] `[ `] ` ` `
[
c. 12
] ` `o`u aÈ`t“ §ån
[
c. 13
]i xalkÚn e‰pon
[
c. 13
] ` ` ` ` do!
[
c. 13
] `!`h ka`‹` xrh ` ` `
[
c. 13
] `e ` ` `[ `] `[
------------------------------

fr. 2

5

-----------------------------]g`v`[
-]o`!ia! !un`[
]m`ou eﬁ! ma`[
-]undeh a `[
] K`Òpton me[
] nËn êgv eﬁ! `[
] `t` ` §n tª a `[
[
¶tou! ` AÈtokr]ã`toro! Ka¤!aro! N`[eroÊa]
[TraÛanoË %eba!to]Ë` GermanikoË m `[ ` ` ` ` `]
Back, downwards along the fibres:
parå ÑHrakle¤dou XairÆm(ono!) [ (design?) %arapç]t`i t«i §m«i
9 ÉOjurugx¤thn

9, 10 !oi

‘Herakleides to Sarapas, my dependant, greetings. Let me tell you that on the 27th I entered Koptos.
Therefore I ask you, if you find someone who comes to Koptos, to write me what goods you have in
store, because you didn’t write to me through Th…on. Here the price of the goods has gone up. Be
careful not to throw your goods away, but rather sell them watchfully. If I come to the Oxyrhynchite
(nome), I’ll write to you soon. If Akousilas sends to you … (fr. 2) … (Year) … of Imperator Caesar
(Nerva Trajan Pius) Germanicus…’
Back: ‘From Herakleides, son of Chairemon, to Sarapas, my dependant.’
1

fr. 1
t“ §m`«`[i] x`[a¤]rein: t“ é`d`e`[lf“ xa¤]rein ed. pr. For the term ı §mÒ! see Preisigke, WB s.v. 1 ‘Bediensteter, Sklave’. J.
A. Straus, ANRW 10.1 (1988) 851 n. 27 considers it doubtful whether this, as well as the term ı ‡dio! designate
slaves.19 The address ı de›na t“ de›ni t“ §m“ xa¤rein appears here for the first time in the papyri, but may be
paralleled by t“ ≤met°rƒ in BGU IV 1079.2 (41), where the person styled thus may well be a slave (he is called
19 A clear example of a person styled as ‡dio! but who is not a slave is provided by P.Turner 35 (222), where a certain

Valerius Longus acknowledges a delivery of wheat as rent on land from an individual whom he addresses as AÈrhl¤ƒ FaÆ!i
ﬁd¤vi.
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paidãrin elsewhere in the text). H. Koskenniemi, Studien zur Idee und Phraseologie 104 associates t“ ≤met°rƒ with
the apellation t“ ﬁd¤ƒ, noting that such forms of address are employed for freedmen, slaves and subordinates in general.
This may be applicable here too. 20 It is likely that in this context §mÒ! is a translation of the Latin suus.
2
K`Ò`-: KÒ-] ed. pr.
2-3 §mb°bh`[ka eﬁ!] K`Òpton. For the sense of §mba¤nv in this passage see S. G. Kapsomenos, AYHNA 73-74 (1973) 552,
whom I have followed in the translation. Otherwise, translate ‘I went on board ship at Koptos’. I should note that
§mb°bl`[hka cannot be read.
Herakleides seems to be a businessman. For Koptos as a commercial centre see K. Ruffing, ‘Einige Überlegungen zu
Koptos: Ein Handelsplatz Oberägyptens in römischer Zeit’, MBAH 14 (1995) 17ff.
3
eÏr˙`!` ti[nå]: eÍr¤!k[˙! tinå] ed. pr.
4-5 mo`[i œn] ¶`x`e`i`! keim°nvn: m[oi per‹ t«n pro]keim°nvn ed. pr. œn is a suggestion by JRR; I have also considered
restoring ˜!a, with ¶rgvn a partitive genitive.
keim°nvn. ‘ke›tai is an excellent word to indicate storage’ (Youtie, Scriptiunculae II 905).
¶rgvn. The word recurs in lines 6 and 7. Preisigke, WB s.v. (4) translates ‘Gegenstand, Ding’, and perhaps this is the
broad sense of the word here;21 ¶rga should refer to some commercial commodity, some ‘products’, since they have a
price (tetim¤ake) and can be sold (p≈lei). Compare BGU IV 1078.8f. (39) per‹ t«n ¶rgvn | !e!hmãnkei! moi ± eÎvna
g°gone µ oÈ (cf. BL IV 6); also PSI IV 352.1f. (254/3 BC) tå ¶rga tå ¶nkaut[a] (cf. BL II.2 139) | tå §n t«i m°!vi
diap≈lei.
5
Ye` ` `vno!: Y ` `vno! ed. pr. I have not been able to restore the name. YÒ`m`vno!, suggested by Schmidt, cannot be read
on the papyrus.
6
tetim¤ake was rightly conjectured by Schmidt (ge t¤mia k¢ ed. pr.). This is the sole occurrence of the verb timiãzv
‘become dear, go up in price’ (LSJ) in the papyri, and, so far as I am aware, the second in a Greek text. The other is in
an inscription, I.Iasos II 248.41 (117-38) tei[miã]!antÒ! pote toË §la¤ou; the restoration, due to A. Wilhelm,
Wien.Sitzb. 179.6 (1915) 52 (= Akadschr. I 226), now seems to be confirmed by the papyrus.
7
b`l`°`p`e` m`Ø`: ` ` ` ` ` ` ` ` ed. pr. For the expression cf. Tibiletti, op. cit. 72f. Schmidt’s conjecture, ˜ra oÔn mÆ, is not
supported by the papyrus.
§kbãl˙!. §kbãllv ti means to ‘throw away, cast aside’ (so LSJ s.v. IV; similarly Preisigke, WB s.v. 9), but it is to be
wondered whether we should understand something like ‘do not neglect your things’. But in English idiom ‘throw
something away’ means ‘sell too cheap’, a meaning which fits the context here (I owe the suggestion to JRR).
7-8 -tå ¶rga. éllå prÚ! ÙfyalmÚn d¢ p≈lei: tå ¶rga êlla. prÚ! ÙfyalmÚn d¢ p≈lei. In terms of word-order tå ¶rga
êlla is awkward. I prefer taking the papyrus’ alla as the conjunction éllã, which should start the sentence that
counterbalances the previous warning (bl°pe mØ ktl.). For pleonastic uses of the particles éllã, d°, plÆn see D.
Tabachovitz, Études sur le grec de la basse époque 33; Tabachovitz cites Ev. Luc. 17.1, where most manuscripts give
oÈa‹ d°, but a few have plØn oÈa‹ d°. But there may be a difficulty: although double conjunctions (·na ˜pv!, …! ˜ti)
are not uncommon, and the sequence éllå d° has occurred in a few papyri,22 in none of these examples is éllã
separated from d°.
9-10 taxÊ !u grã|cv: taxÊ, !u grã|cv ed. pr., taking taxÊ with ¶lyv.
fr. 2
4
n]Ën d¢ ≤ or §ån o]Ôn d°˙.
5
K`Òpton me[, although ¶]k`optÒn me cannot strictly be exluded.
8-9 The fragmentary dating clause was presented as AÈtokr]ã`toro! Ka¤!aro! `[ -o]u` GermanikoË Me`[g¤!tou. The full
titulatures of the emperors styled as Germaniko‹ M°gi!toi are too long for the available space; and the first emperor to
be called GermanikÚ! M°gi!to! is Marcus Aurelius, but the hand looks much earlier. Me` [ (in fact M `[, since the
surviving trace is hardly conclusive) may also admit Me`[xe¤r, Me`[!orÆ, or mh`[nÒ!. Of the emperors who could qualify
Trajan suits trace and space best. That DakikÒ! does not appear after GermanikÒ! in his titulature points to a date
between 98 and 102, cf. P. J. Sijpesteijn, Mnemosyne 36 (1983) 359ff. The occurrence of an elaborate imperial titulature
is not unusual in private letters of the first and early second century.
Back. Only the first part of the address was transcribed in the ed. pr.
20 It is not clear whether we have to think of a slave in Letter 48 of Apollonius Tyaneus. The author uses ı §mÒ! alongside t«n pa¤dvn (for different persons); stylistic variation (the case of BGU IV 1079 may be somewhat relevant), or intentional semantic differentiation? (See further R. J. Penella, The Letters of Apollonius of Tyana [Mnemosyne Suppl. 56] 115).
21 This sense should be understood also in P.Kell. G. I 73.27 (not ‘the work’, as the word has been translated), and
perhaps P.Louvre I 67.10 (iii). In P.Rain.Cent. 161.13 (v?) a goldsmith says ka‹ går pollå ¶rga §po¤h[!]ã` !`[o]i`; the editor
translates ‘I did many jobs for you’, but the goldsmith probably refers to objects he has made; the same applies to a similar
statement of the writer in line 24 of that text.
22 P.Amst. 41.24 (10 BC), P.IFAO II 29.13 (ii), P.Mich. III 186.22 (72), 187.20 (75), P.Stras. VII 680.9 (vii) Cf. also
the semantically equivalent ˜mv! d° in P.Oxy. III 472.34 (130), plØn d° in SB XVI 12591.4 (iii), plØn d¢ ˜mv! in P.Haun.
III 52.11 (vi/vii). There are several similar examples in literary sources.
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As published, this ‘rudely written’ third century letter contains an oddity in line 4, while something at
the end of line 6 was unread. The new collation removed the first of the difficulties, and revealed that
some more lines of the letter survived, but were not transcribed, apparently because of their fragmentary
state. A new edition is offered below.

5

10

Filo!ãrapi! Kanne›ti tª édelfª
pollå xa¤rein. prÚ m¢n pãntvn
eÎxom° !e Ígia¤nein ka‹ <tÚ> pro!kÊnhmã !ou poi« ka‹ tå! xãritaÅ!Ä ımolog« parå t“ kur¤ƒ %arãpidi.
grãcon oÔn moi, édelfÆ`, ` ` ` ` ` `
§ån boÊl˙. y°lv går [1-2] `ita` `t ` `
tam¤ca!yai ouke[ 2-3 ] ` ` ` ` ` `
!konte! él' energ[fe moi a ` `e ` ` `[
] `[
-----------------------------Back, downwards along the fibres:
Kanne›ti é[delfª
3 l. eÎxomai

8 l. -tame¤ca!yai

9 l. éll'

‘(1-7) Philosarapis to Kanneis, my sister, many greetings. Before all else I pray for your health and
make your obeisance and acknowledge my gratitude before my lord Sarapis. So write to me, sister,
(about whatever ?) you may wish. For I wish …’
Back: ‘To Kanneis, my sister …’
3-4 <tÚ> pro!kÊnhmã !ou: pro!kÊnhmã !ou ed. pr. I have not found the article missing from any other example of the
phrase in the papyri.
4
poi« ka‹ tå! xãrita!: poi«mai ka‹ xãrita! ed. pr.
4-5 tå! xãritaÅ!Ä ımolog«. For this collocation, common in petitions of the third and fourth centuries, but less frequent in
private letters, see A. E. Hanson, ZPE 9 (1972) 234 and n. 9; after the fourth century the examples are few.23 It normally construes with the dative; the prepositional construction here is probably due to the preceding proskynema clause.
Another expression of gratitude to Sarapis is found in BGU II 423 (= Sel. Pap. I 112).6 (ii), and possibly P.Turner
18.17f. (84-96). For other expressions of thanks to the god(s) in pagan, as well as in Christian letters see Tibiletti, op.
cit. 123f.
6
Dirt and abrasion have rendered the end of the line virtually illegible. We expect p`e`r`‹` œ`n`: the phrase grãfe/grãcon
per‹ œn (§ån) boÊl˙ (or y°lei!/-˙!) is a common epistolary exhortation (some two dozen examples in DDBDP);24
per‹ o might be another possibility, but in a similar context I have found it only in P.Stras. I 73.8 (iii).25 But this
cannot be confirmed on the papyrus.
7-10 The second part of line 7 and lines 8-10 were not transcribed in the ed. pr.
7-8 Perhaps read [!]o`i ta`Ë`t' é`n`|tam¤ca!yai (l. éntame¤ca!yai), but the surface of the papyrus at the end of line 7 makes it
unverifiable.
9
§nerg[- or §n ¶rg[- or ©n ¶rg[-.
9-10 grã]|fe moi? What follows cannot be read as édelfÆ.
12 What survives on the back is probably only the first half of the address: p(arå) Filo!arãpido! or the like must have
followed in the lacuna.
23 To the late examples cited by Hanson add P.Rain.Cent. 91.11 (419), P.Oxy, XVI 1877.8 (c. 488), 1884.13 (504),

P.Lond. V 1729.28 (584), P.Oxy. LIX 4006.6 (vi/vii).
24 Note that in P.Princ. III 186.13 (28) [y°l˙!] at the start of line 14 is not guaranteed; boÊl˙ may also do.
25 Generally in similar relative clauses the genitive singular of the personal pronoun is rare. In P.Oxy. II 293.11 (27)
[pe]r[‹ o §]ån y°l˙, œn seems preferable to o.
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P.Harris I 153
This is another third century letter, which, as published, makes little sense. I hope that the new edition
will make it more intelligible, despite the remaining difficulties.
On the back there are scant traces of an address, not mentioned in the ed. pr.

5

10

15

ÉO[n]n«fri! ÑHrakleian“
t“ édelf“ ple›!ta xa¤rein.
kal«! poiÆ!ei!, êdelfe,
kay∆! e‰pon tª !umb¤ƒ
!ou [˜t]i, e‡ ti §ån e¨¨¨¨`˙, dÒtv
tª [!um]b¤ƒ ÉI!xur¤vno!
µ t[“ én]adi[d]Ònti !oi tØn
§p[i!]tolØn ÙnÒmati %arap¤v(ni),
§p`[e‹ eﬁ! ÉA]lejãndreian poreÊeta`[i], [] ` ` `ti` `a`i` e`‡dh tª yugat`r`[¤] _a´m`ou, §pe‹ oÈk ±dunÆ[yhn] §g∆ aÈtÚ! me›nai,
d`i`Ò`[ti ± 4 -]«! diãgv.
[ ± 9 -]Æ`!`˙!, êdelfe.
[§rr«!ya¤ !e eÎ]xomai.
[ ± 11? ] `[ ¨¨¨`]e o`pv` `_ `´!`

Tafel VII

‘Onnophris to Herakleianos, my brother, very many greetings. You’ll do well, brother, as I told your
wife to give whatever she may … to Ischyrion’s wife or to the man who is delivering you the letter,
named Sarapion, since he is going to Alexandria, to … the goods to my daughter, since I myself was not
able to wait, because I am (not?) doing (well?). (Don’t do otherwise?), brother. I pray (for your good)
health.’
!umb¤ƒ. For the term see H. Zilliacus, Zur Sprache griechischer Familienbriefe des III. Jahrhunderts n.Chr. 30.
˜t]i e‡ ti §ån e `˙, dÒtv: ` `ie›ti, §ån e ` épodÒtv ed. pr. Perhaps ¶x`˙ , but chi is not assured, and the same would admit a
further letter (eÏ`r`˙ ?).
On ˜ti recitativum see P.Oxy. LVI 3855.7 n. On the construction of e‡ ti with §ãn see H. Ljungvik, Zur Syntax der
spätgriechischen Volkssprache 16f.
9
§p`[e‹ eﬁ! ÉA]lejãndreian: eﬁ! [tØn ÉA]lejãndreian ed. pr.
10 -eta`[i], [] ` ` `ti` `a`i` e`‡dh: -et[ai?] ` ` ` ` ` ` ` ` e`i`d`h ed. pr. In the traces [é]p`o`!`t›`l`a`i` (l. épo!te›lai) might be found; this
should look back to kal«! poiÆ!ei! in line 3, and the verb could be paralleled by P.Princ. III 183.21 (345), P.Oslo III
88.26 (iv), P.Select 18.37 (iv), but there seems to be no space for the first alpha, and the trace before a`i` suggests sigma
rather than lambda. Note that tå cannot be read before e`‡dh, but this should cause no surprise: cf., e.g., P.Oxy. XXXIV
2729.29 (iv).
e` ‡ dh. The word here probably has the sense ‘wares of different kinds, goods’ (LSJ s.v. IV); cf. also P.Heid. VII
406.21 n.
10-11 yu|gat`r`[¤] _a´m`ou: yu|ga[tr¤] mou ed. pr.
13 d`i`Ò`[ti ±4 -]«`!: ` ` ` `kal«]! ed. pr. kal«]! does not fit the context. Perhaps supplement dein«]!, as in P.Stras. IV 253.8
(iii) dein«! diã`gou!an, or kak«]!, or even oÈ kal«]!.
14 Something on the lines of éll' ˜ra/éllå mØ/mØ oÔn émel]Æ`!`˙! is to be restored in the lacuna; for these clichés see H.
Steen, C&M 1 (1938) 162ff.; also M. Naldini, Il Cristianesimo in Egitto no. 12.4-5 n.
16 ] `[]e o`pv` `_ `´!``: ` ` ` `éde]lf°, ˜pv! ed. pr. It does not appear likely that this line contains an accompaniment to the
formula valedicendi. Perhaps the writer added an afterthought, and the sentence continued and ended in the next line,
now lost.
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